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The essential guide to French horn maintenance is a complete reference manual specifically on the

care, maintenance and basic repair of the French horn. Valuable information you will use repeatedly

is presented in a clear easy to understand format. Careful step- by- step photo illustrated

instructions guide you through the evaluation of your instrument, general care and maintenance,

common repairs, basic repair tools and supplies and more. Use the evaluation checklist on the next

used horn you consider for purchase. Keep the horns you own in good condition and save money

by avoiding unnecessary trips to the repair shop. Being instrument specific, this book details

information unique to the French horn not found easily in other repair manuals or resources. More

than 170 pages of careful step-by-step instructions and photo illustrations guide you through:

Evaluation of your instrument, Care and Maintenance of the French horn, Common maintenance

related repairs, Tools, supplies and more. Learn to safely pull stuck slides, Replace springs, strings

and corks, Make stuck valves work again, Check for leaks and More! More than thirty years of repair

and playing experience combine to make this book the perfect addition to your reference and

textbooks on the French horn.
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If you are a horn player, band director or music educator-in-training THIS IS A MUST READ! This

book is going to become a staple on every horn player's shelf as it covers in wonderful, straight

forward detail everything that a horn player MUST know when it comes to maintaining their

instrument in great playing condition. All too often I have encountered professional hornists,

teachers and many students who are pretty much in the dark over the proper maintenance of their



instrument. Glen Perry brings years of hands-on, commonsense experience in horn repair/playing to

the table in a terrific primer on all things horn.You will find outstanding advice on valve care

(including how to CAREFULLY remove your rotors), proper restringing technique (lots horn players

are clueless on this subject), testing for leaks, adjusting action and diagnosing a myriad of

problems. You'll also know about what you should look for when trying out horns - Glen's advice is

invaluable.For less than the cost of a visit to your brass technician, this book will talk you through a

variety of everyday maintenance scenarios. You'll likely learn a lot of very valuable information that

may save you mucho $$$. Mind you, there are certainly reasons to visit your professional brass

technician now and then. This book WILL help you to keep your horn playing at its best until your

next professional check-up and if the advice Glen gives is followed, it will certainly help to minimize

costly repairs later on.P.S. What a great gift idea for a horn playing spouse/friend/teacher, too. Buy

2 copies ... it's THAT GOOD! You can also follow Glen's online repair blog. Can't wait for his 2nd

volume ... this is really good stuff. Thanks for sharing your expertise with the horn world, Glen.

The book has information and instructions for anyone who plays horn. It's helpful for when buying a

used horn. It shows how to make simple repairs. It tells what things make for a good, playable horn,

and what needs repair.

This book and the photos contained therein will answer all the questions you may have about

maintaining that french horn of yours! Like they say.....a picture is worth a thousand words! Now you

will be able to do things yourself that previously led you to a repair tech!
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